Retailers can securely extend their reach with the next-generation PAYware Mobile e315 from VeriFone. The device pairs with the Apple® iPhone® 5 and 5th generation iPod touch® to create a POS anywhere. It accommodates all transactions including mag-stripe, EMV chip and PIN and NFC/Contactless payment. The innovative design ensures that the rear-facing camera, audio jack and other key controls remain available – while also providing longer battery life, improved ergonomics and durability.

**LEAD THE RETAIL REVOLUTION**
- Easily implement a mobile payment solution ahead of competitors
- Create a POS in the farthest aisle or outside the store whenever needed
- Answer customer questions by checking inventory or prices and closing sales on the spot – minimizing walk-outs
- Reduce paperwork time and expense by using smart devices to email receipts
- Future-proof mobile POS is ready for all types of payments: EMV, NFC/Contactless

**LEADING-EDGE DESIGN**
- Provides reliable operation by securely locking onto iPhone or iPod – and offers ready access to the rear-facing camera, audio jack and other critical controls
- Takes advantage of high-speed Apple Lightning™ connector for the fastest transaction processing and uses the docking connector to charge simultaneously with the Apple device
- Ensures a comfortable fit in any hand – with a wrist strap that guards against dropping and simplifies consumer handover applications
- Rugged design withstands the most demanding retail environments and helps it maintain its high-end appearance longer

**FEATURE RICH**
- Provides extended battery life, up to 12 hours depending on usage model – with up to 120 hours of standby time with an always-on feature
- Has a built-in PIN pad and fast-scanning, 2D laser barcode scanner
- Smart charger with full communication capabilities, allowing complete estate management and fast charge of PAYware Mobile e315 and iDevice simultaneously
- Relies on VeriFone’s mobile framework/developer’s kit to enable customized applications that are complemented by a full suite of mobile software solutions from GlobalBay, designed to boost productivity and efficiency
- Integrates optional VeriShield Total Protect, featuring advanced, end-to-end encryption and tokenization so sensitive cardholder data never enters the mobile device – plus Tamper Resistant Security Module (TRSM) to safeguard encryption keys

**Processor**
400MHz, ARM11 32-bit RISC secure processor

**Memory**
128MB of Flash, 64MB of SDRAM

**Display**
128x32, monochrome

**Keypad**
3x5: ‘0’ to ‘9’, ‘*’, ‘#’ and function keys: Cancel, Clear, Enter

**Battery**
Li-ion 1530mA (rechargeable)

**Mag-stripe Reader**
Tripe track (track 1, 2, 3), low and high coercivity, bidirectional (ISO7810, 7811, 7813)

**Smart Card**
Landing connector, EMV L1 and 2, 1 Security Access Modules (SAM)

**Integrated Contactless and NFC Support**
Support ISO14443 & ISO18082, MiFare Support for all major card schemes (MasterCard PayPass, Visa Paywave, American Express ExpressPay, Discover Zip) and more as well as major NFC wallets

**Barcode Scanner**
High-end 1D/2D bar code imager, laser aiming, multiple scan support

**Laser**
Class 2 laser radiation
Compliance with FDA radiation performance standards 21 CFR Subchapter J | 650 nm, 1mW max

**Connectivity**
Apple Lightning connector

**Power**
Charging through microUSB or gang charger
Integrated rechargeable battery providing up to 12h of operation depending on usage model

**Security**
Meets the highest security requirements including PCI PTS 3.x / SRED

**Physical**
142.64 x 68 x 23.2 mm (LWD) | weight: 167g (without iDevice)

**Environmental**
Operating environment: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F), 5% to 95% Relative Humidity non-condensing
Drop test: 3 ft, 6 faces on concrete

**Accessories**
Smart charger allows you to charge and manage up to 5 units
Individual power adapter
Holster, wrist and shoulder strap